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With cyberattacks on the rise in frequency and severity, it is more important now than
ever that government organizations effectively secure systems, networks and data.
Cyxtera Federal Group’s (CFG) mission is to support agencies across the federal
government with a portfolio of secure infrastructure solutions delivered from a global
footprint of world-class data centers, including six in the Washington, D.C. metropolitan
area where the division is based.
CYBERSECURITY BUILT
FOR TODAY’S IT

THE SECURE INFRASTRUCTURE COMPANY
The last two decades have seen seismic changes in the availability, agility and

Massively scalable, hybrid
ready, cloud native and
cloud agnostic

scalability of IT. The next era in technology must be underpinned by a revolution in

solutions for dynamic and
adaptive network access

Cyxtera Federal Group brings together a global data center footprint and a modern,

Advanced investigative and
network analytics to detect,
predict and prevent threats

infrastructure security. That’s why we built Cyxtera—a secure infrastructure platform for
today’s agile, distributed enterprise and federal IT infrastructures.

hybrid- and cloud-ready security portfolio for federal agencies. The result is a powerful,
resilient platform capable of securing and supporting dedicated infrastructure, private
and public clouds—and with software and services that extend protection to onpremises environments and public clouds.

A PLATFORM FOR THE NEXT ERA
A GLOBAL LEADER IN
COLOCATION

57

World-class data centers in 25+
global markets

50+ Data centers with Uptime
Institute M&O Stamp of Approval
2.6M sf

Today’s federal IT infrastructures run in more locations, on more platforms, and with
more diverse models than ever before. IT is dynamic, distributed, mobile and deeply
and global scale. But the ways in which we secure infrastructure and networks haven’t
They’re perimeter-focused in a world without boundaries. It’s the same cumbersome,
expensive, static hardware trying in vain to secure a world in constant motion.

of data center space.

195MW of power

By combining a modern, hybrid-ready information security fabric with an uncommonly
diverse and distributed footprint of 57 world-class data centers, Cyxtera Federal Group
delivers a secure platform for connecting and protecting hybrid infrastructure in our

100% Availability SLAs

data centers, on-premises at agencies, and on government clouds, private clouds and
public clouds.

600+

operations personnel
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